adopted the Trinitarian view, with Co-operation in a filial
if not subordinate position, should it be attracted by the
teaching of Gide who sees in Co-operation an economic
phenomenon of supreme importance? Opinion, it is
true, has not shown any tendency in Gide's direction;
but events have. The vicissitudes through which the
Labour Party and the Trade Unions have been passing
have had no parallel in the Co-operative movement,
which, on the contrary, has made rapid and unfaltering
progress, even shared in a smaller degree by the agricul-
tural movement, in spite of all adverse political and
economic circumstances. We are slow, perhaps, to accept
the significance of this fact, but it has already prompted
many individuals, including some of those mentioned,
to re-examine the economic purport of a movement
showing such endurance and vitality through the storm
that is rocking the capitalist world. Moreover, if the
social reformer can find in Gide's economic doctrine a
more practical and equally democratic alternative to what
we used to call "Continental Socialism,17 which our
Socialist leaders still reject with variable emphasis, it
will be as much of a relief to those who deride for its
lack of economic purpose the inevitability of gradualness,
and those who apprehend the inevitability of Communism.
They may be refreshed to find that there is nothing
inevitable about Co-operation, but that its future depends
upon their own clear thinking and daily practice. There is
also a practical timeliness for a country striving to restore
its agriculture and to put its farmers in more organised
and direct relations with its consumers, in calling attention
to a doctrine in which Co-operative relations between
producer and consumer are an integral part and have
been worked out in their essential economic impli-
cations.
One other aspect of Gide's life and work must be
referred to before passing on to the creation of his last
days, the International Institute for the Study of Co-opera-
tion, which this volume serves also to introduce to

